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OverviewOverview
Input to the system is the userInput to the system is the user’’s s 
footstep, measured by a pedometerfootstep, measured by a pedometer
Generates music based on footstep Generates music based on footstep 
speed and previous historyspeed and previous history
Video output has two modes: Video output has two modes: 
Visualization and Music InfoVisualization and Music Info



Block DiagramBlock Diagram



Input ModulesInput Modules
PedometerPedometer’’s analog output is converted to s analog output is converted to 
a onea one--bit digital signalbit digital signal
Tempo generator module stores intervals Tempo generator module stores intervals 
between successive steps and produces a between successive steps and produces a 
weighted average tempoweighted average tempo
Tonality generator module stores tempos Tonality generator module stores tempos 
and uses their history to produce a oneand uses their history to produce a one--bit bit 
tonality signaltonality signal
Beat generator module produces a singleBeat generator module produces a single--
cycle enable signalcycle enable signal



Audio Output ModulesAudio Output Modules
Chord generator FSM decides on next Chord generator FSM decides on next 
chord based on current chord, key, and chord based on current chord, key, and 
tonalitytonality
Note generator decides on next note for Note generator decides on next note for 
each instrument based on previous notes each instrument based on previous notes 
and current chordand current chord
Random number generator introduces Random number generator introduces 
some randomness in these decisionssome randomness in these decisions
Generators update at every beat assertionGenerators update at every beat assertion





Audio Output Modules (contAudio Output Modules (cont’’d)d)
String instrument samples will be String instrument samples will be 
stored in 4 different stored in 4 different BRAMsBRAMs
Given a note, oscillators will access Given a note, oscillators will access 
the samples at a certain rate, the samples at a certain rate, 
producing a pitchproducing a pitch
Envelope generators will modify the Envelope generators will modify the 
sample amplitudesample amplitude
Mixer combines the 4 instrument Mixer combines the 4 instrument 
signals and sends them to the AC97signals and sends them to the AC97



Video Output ModulesVideo Output Modules
Switch will control modesSwitch will control modes
Music Info mode displays the Music Info mode displays the 
systemsystem’’s current tempo, chord, and s current tempo, chord, and 
tonalitytonality
Visualization mode shows a pattern Visualization mode shows a pattern 
of ripples, with a new ripple for each of ripples, with a new ripple for each 
footstepfootstep
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Design Presentation

Input Modules

Chord Generator and Random Number Generator

Video Output Modules

Note Generator

Mixer and Envelope Generators

Oscillators and BRAMs
Leftovers
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Final Project Checkoff

Put everything together, fix bugs, add final touches, 
expand on video output if possible


